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Prime Minister's Diary

PRIME MINISTER ABE VISITS THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA,
INDONESIA AND VIETNAM

P

rime Minister Shinzo Abe visited the Philippines, Australia,
Indonesia and Vietnam from
January 12 to 17 in 2017.
On January 15, Prime Minister Abe
held a Japan-Indonesia Summit Meeting with H.E. Mr. Joko Widodo, President of the Republic of Indonesia. For
the beginning of the Summit Meeting a small group meeting was held.
Prime Minister Abe explained the
Free and Open Indo-Pacific Strategy
and Japan’s hope for an active role by
Indonesia with its position as a hub
between the two oceans, the Indian
Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Additionally, Prime Minister Abe indicated
that Japan intends to continue to support ASEAN’s unity and centrality.
Regarding the South China Sea
issue, the two leaders reaffirmed
the importance of the rule of law
and peaceful resolution of conflicts.
Regarding North Korea, Prime Minister Abe emphasized the need to
strengthen pressure against nuclear
and missile developments. President Joko also expressed strong
condemnation. Prime Minister Abe
requested cooperation in resolving
the abductions issue, and President
Joko promised robust assistance. The
two leaders confirmed that Japan
and Indonesia should work together
closely with the relevant countries to
maintain free and open economies.
The expanded meeting took place
after the small group meeting. Prime
Minister Abe said he hopes to work
together with President Joko to

deepen cooperation in a variety of
areas in order to further strengthen
the strategic partnership between the
two countries. Prime Minister Abe
commented that Japan is putting particular emphasis on cooperation in
maritime fields and hopes to advance
cooperation in the fisheries fields for
remote islands and in strengthening
Indonesia’s maritime safety agency.
Furthermore, Prime Minister Abe
expressed his intention to deepen
security-related cooperation utilizing
the framework of the Japan-Indonesia Foreign and Defense Ministerial
Meeting (2 + 2), the only such forum
Japan has with an ASEAN country,
and other frameworks. Prime Minister Abe also explained that Japan
is preparing a grass-roots project to
realize a society that gives hopes to
Asia’s youth as a way of addressing
the fundamental causes of terrorism. In addition, Prime Minister Abe
stated that design work for construction of Patimban Port has started and
it is important to consign operation of
the port to a joint venture company
between the two countries. Moreover, the Prime Minister explained
that Japan hopes to assist in the project to accelerate the operating speed
of the northern Java railway using
Japanese technology and knowhow, that Japan is ready to continue
cooperation utilizing Japanese technologies for the Jakarta Mass Rapid
Transit (MRT) too, and that Japan
wants to contribute with public and
private efforts to the 35GW power

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe shakes hands
with H.E. Mr. Joko Widodo, President of the
Republic of Indonesia

source development program. Prime
Minister Abe also noted that Japan
places emphasis on narrowing the
gap through regional development
and intends to create business opportunities totaling about 74 billion yen
for three irrigation and coastal protection projects.
He also visited he Philippines,
Australia, and Vietnam. During this
visit the Prime Minister held meetings with the leaders and senior officials of each country. Through this
visit the Prime Minister sought to
further strengthen cooperative relations with each country and emphasized the importance of partnership
among the major countries of the
Asia-Pacific that are responsible for
ensuring a free and open international order based on the rule of law.

PRIME MINISTER ABE VISITS HAWAII: JAPAN-US SUMMIT MEETING

F

rom December 26 to 27 in 2016,
Prime Minister Abe visited the
Island of Oahu, the State of
Hawaii, the United States of America
Prime Minister Abe held a Japan-

U.S. Summit Meeting with then-President Obama. The two leaders shared
the intention to make this visit to
Pearl Harbor a historically significant
opportunity to show their determina-

tion toward the future never to repeat
the horrors of war and to demonstrate the value of the reconciliation
between Japan and the United States.

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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NEW PIONEERS OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

New Pioneers of
Local Development

Regional revitalization through local development takes on many different forms, from the establishment
of new hotels and resorts to the fostering of innovative businesses and the promotion of tourism. In this
month’s Feature we home in on a few examples, beginning on Japan’s northernmost island of Hokkaido with
a look at the exclusive restaurant and hotel brand created by Shouya Grigg and meeting a wine master, a food
machinery manufacturer and an architect among others as we move around the country looking at some of
the exciting initiatives and long-standing efforts under way to bring new life to local areas.
Photo: Courtesy of Itoshima Share House
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NEW PIONEERS OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

In Splendid Isolation

S

houya Grigg’s successful brand of
boutique hotels and restaurants
on Japan’s northernmost main
island of Hokkaido only goes to show
that remoteness is a highly desirable
thing.
Born in England, raised in Australia…
How do you come to find yourself in
Japan?

Shouya Grigg at his Zaborin
complex of luxury villas
close to Niseko’s Hanazono
resort in Hokkaido
COURTESY ZABORIN
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I came to Japan about twenty-four
years ago to study the language, mainly
because I wanted to work in the film
industry here. I went straight to Hokkaido and cycled around the island for
about four months. I had a working
holiday visa, and after a spell at a nature
center moved to Sapporo, but couldn’t
get much work as a photographer
[Grigg’s passion] because I didn’t know
many people and didn’t have the necessary language skills. I ended up getting
a job as a DJ [another of Grigg’s talents],
which helped me to meet more people
and find more work as a photographer.
I was then able to set up my own media
design company. My clients came to
include ryokan inn owners, beer companies, magazines... I got to photograph
some beautiful places for Japanese
magazines. So I was running my media
design company, but really wanted to
do some interior design work. I decided
the only way to do this would be to
start my own project. Around that time,
Niseko [then relatively undeveloped
but now a major ski resort area] was

starting to look interesting. My wife and I decided
that instead of looking at [property in] Sapporo
we should look at Hirafu [an area of Niseko]. We
found an old pension and renovated it. It was a
very organic process; great fun.

complex] Zaborin; on the other side, on the cliff, I
am rebuilding a 150-year-old kominka farmhouse,
which I have brought up from Tochigi Prefecture.
That should be opening in a couple of weeks’
time. In the main old structure we’ll have a crafts
shop; beneath that will be my photo gallery.

That was the first Sekka-brand restaurant…
Tell us a bit about Zaborin.
Around that time [certain companies] started to
bring Aussies to Niseko skiing and snowboarding.
[These people] started coming to our restaurant,
where you could get a decent bottle of wine and
Italian-type food cooked by Japanese chefs using
local ingredients. The design was a little bit edgy.
We used a lot of old Japanese pendant lights and
screens and stuff, so for a lot of people the restaurant had a Japanese feel to it, and it became a bit
of a hit. For the first couple of years, I was working
on the floor and managing the place. When people
found out I was local, they would say, we like this
and we see the potential; we’re thinking about
buying some land…. That’s when I started to work
on a few projects. I would go looking for land and
come up with the concept of what to build on it;
use my contacts and hire an architect.
How many projects have you completed under
the Sekka brand?
Around a dozen. Just a couple of weeks ago
I opened a new restaurant and lounge bar in
Kutchan [biggest town in the Niseko area]. It’s
similar in a way to the original Sekka, although as
someone said to me the other day… more elegant.
Rough around the edges is my style, but I’ve been
learning and improving over the last decade or so,
I guess. I buy interesting junk, antiques or found
objects and think about how and where to use
them. I have a collection of Japanese windows,
doors, lights… things that I like. Another new
project I am working on is kind of in my “garden.”
On one side of my house is [the luxury ryokan

Zaborin opened about a year and a half ago. I
spent a lot of time traveling around Japan, staying
at different ryokan and noticing things that were
lacking. A lot of it is subjective; but for me, I don’t
want to do something that is there just to please
everybody: I want to do something that is unique.
That is what I did with Zaborin. Zaborin is located
on the “other” side of the mountains from Hirafu,
making it exclusive. The landscape is pristine.
Zaborin is close enough to the ski resort, but far
enough away to be private. Business at other properties in this area is quite seasonal, but at Zaborin
we’ve been getting good occupancy year round. I
was speaking to Adrian Zecha [famous hotelier]
who said that for wealthy people, remoteness —
the getting there — is a big part of the appeal. I
don’t see remoteness as a disadvantage; I use it to
work in my favor.
Is there scope for further expansion in Niseko/
Hokkaido?
Tourism is going crazy all over Japan. I can’t see
that slowing down. And there is a lack of beds. I
see a lot of smaller hotels and pensions in Hokkaido — and all around Japan — with so much
potential, but... It’s as if they’re stuck. Either there
are not enough creative people out there thinking differently or the local authorities and investors are playing it too safe and not giving enough
credit to people with interesting ideas.

Inverview by ALEX HENDY
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New Friends of
an Unfamiliar
Home Town
Hirado City in Nagasaki Prefecture is the unlikely recipient of
one of the largest amounts of out-of-town donations in Japan.

TOSHIO MATSUBARA

An assortment of dried marine products, a popular thank-you gift from
Hirado City under the furusato nozei donation system
Photo: Courtesy of Hirado City

I

ntroduced in April 2008 for the purpose of
alleviating fiscal disparities between the urban
and local governments, furusato nozei (hometown tax) is a system under which people can
donate money to local governments. Local governments with dwindling populations and difficulties
in attracting companies to their regions have trouble with finances. Under the furusato nozei donation system, an individual can freely choose his/her
preferred local government to receive the donated
money (paid tax). After the reduction of 2,000 yen
(17 USD), the remaining value of the donation is tax
deductible. Furusato nozei donors can also have a
reduction in the amount of their resident’s tax to be
paid to the government of the local town where they
currently reside in the next fiscal year, in addition to
a reduced amount of income tax for the current fiscal
year. In Japan there is a custom of sending a gift as

8
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The catalog of thank-you gifts
made by Hirado City
Photo: Courtesy of Hirado City

a token of appreciation to people who
provided a helping hand. In a similar
manner, some local governments offer regional
goodies and other gifts in return for tax donations to
donors under the furusato nozei donation system. In
addition, the corporate hometown tax system was
launched in April 2016 for corporations who made
donations to regional donation plans.
Located in the northwest part of Nagasaki Prefecture on the main island of Kyushu, Hirado City is
entering the spotlight with a big increase in furusato
nozei donations. Hirado was the base for Francis
Xavier, the first Christian missionary to Japan, about
450 years ago. It was also famous as an international
trading hub in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The city is richly endowed with nature and
its key industries are agriculture and fishing. As of
January 2017, it has a population of about 33,000 and
aging and depopulation continue to advance, as is
the case with many other local governments.
Factors that contributed to the big increase in the
furusato nozei donations were the gift catalog format
and point system introduced by the municipality
ahead of all others in the nation in 2013. Tax donors
are granted points according to the amounts of their
donations, for example 4,000 points for a donation
of 10,000 yen (88 USD) or more and 8,000 points for
a donation of 20,000 yen or more. They can choose
the thank-you gifts that they like from the catalog
within the range of points that they hold and have
the gifts sent to themselves. There is no expiration
date for the validity of the points and these points

can be kept for
the following fiscal year or thereafter. In addition,
people can make
donations multiple times in a fiscal year and add to
their points by repeatedly making tax donations.
The City of Hirado has made an effort to offer a
good selection of thank-you gifts and created an
attractive catalog of various combinations of local
farm and marine products. At the same time, the
City made it possible for people to choose thank-you
gifts online and use credit cards for the transactions.
The most popular thank-you gift is an assortment
of dried marine products, which is available to tax
donors holding 4,000 points or more. Hirado wagyu
sirloin steak and an assortment of fresh local fish are
also popular among the tax donors.
These unique initiatives of the city received a great
response and have been widely covered by the mass
media. In fiscal year 2014 (April 2014 – March 2015),
Hirado City suddenly emerged as the municipality that received the highest amount of donations
through the furusato nozei system in the nation, at
about 1.46 billion yen (13 million USD). Moreover, in
fiscal 2015, the amount of donations to Hirado City
reached about 2.6 billion yen, coming close to the
city’s tax revenue of about 2.8 billion yen. The number of donations was about 46,700 cases, which is significantly larger than the total population of the city.
“In 2016, we began the full-fledged use of the tax
donations. Focusing on fostering human resources,
promoting tourism and industries, and planning
attractive towns as the three pillars, we are conducting various activities to make use of the tax donations, including the purchase of buses for local bus

lines, the development and improvement of the
environment for information education, the promotion of barrier-free accommodation facilities, and the
support of business startups,” says Kazuhiro Matsuse
of the Finance Department of the Hirado City Government. “There are people who directly come to the
office of the city government to make tax donations.
We are truly grateful to the tax donors.”
The furusato nozei donation has garnered a
remarkable amount of public interest. In fiscal 2015,
the total amount of tax donations to all local governments came to about 165.3 billion yen (1.5 billion
USD), representing a significant increase of about 4.3
times the level of the previous fiscal year. In addition, the number of cases of tax donations reached
about 7.26 million cases (3.8 times year on year). This
reflected such factors as the fact that local governments increased the number of thank-you gifts and
the fact that there was an increase in the number
of private companies’ portal sites enabling an individual to compare thank-you gifts easily. Recently,
people are increasingly making furusato nozei donations to projects with specified uses of the donated
money, including nature conservation, welfare and
post-disaster reconstruction.
“We would love to have the people who became
interested in Hirado City through the furusato nozei
donation system to visit the city for sightseeing,”
says Matsuse. “We would like to see as many people as possible move to the city, if they come to like
Hirado.”

Using the furusato nozei donation system, the city government of
Hirado improved the ICT equipment of the elementary and junior high
schools in the city.
Photo: Courtesy of Hirado City
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Let There
Be Wine
A new winery in Fukushima Prefecture is helping to
revive the local fruit-farming industry while bringing delicious new products to the Japanese table.

TOSHIO MATSUBARA

T

he Tohoku region, which produces a range
of agricultural products such as rice, vegetables and fruit, suffered significant damage
from the Great East Japan Earthquake and
subsequent tsunami of 11 March 2011. Now, almost six
years later, agriculture in the Tohoku area is showing
signs of gradual recovery. Against this background, a
number of projects have identified new agricultural
possibilities across the region. One such project is
the Fukushima Ouse Winery in Koriyama City, Fukushima, a prefecture known for fruit growing.
The Fukushima Ouse Winery was established in
February 2015 upon the conclusion of a collaboration agreement between the Mitsubishi Corporation
Disaster Relief Foundation and the Koriyama City
government. The winery was established with the
aim of supporting the stimulation of sixth industry agri-business in Fukushima and creating added
value to the prefecture’s agricultural sector through
the production and sales of wines and liqueurs.
“We did not necessarily intend to create a winery in the beginning. The decision to produce fruit
wine in order to increase the added value of locally
produced fruit was arrived at after discussions with
people involved in local agriculture,” says Takeyuki
Nakagawa, the director of the winery who acts as the
project leader at the Foundation.
“When we concluded the collaboration agreement with Koriyama City, our target was to have the
first product shipped in March 2016, one year later,

10
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in time to mark the fifth anniversary of the Earthquake. To achieve that, we had to brew wine from
fruit harvested in the autumn of 2015 and complete
the winery before then. We were literally racing
against the clock.”
Construction started in May 2015. The winery,
equipped with the latest facilities, including German-made distillery machinery, was completed just
five months later in October, and an experienced
manager was recruited to oversee the brewing process. While the winery was being constructed,
the Foundation also set up an office in Koriyama,
allowing its staff to remain in close touch with fruit
farmers. The staff deepened their relationship of
trust with the community through their continued
engagement in a number of activities such as working with farmers to create new vineyards by cultivating abandoned land.
“Our mission is to continuously produce highquality fruit wine and show the world the quality
of the fruit grown in Fukushima,” says Nakagawa.
“Therefore, we are working with farmers who can
grow high-quality fruit and can pass the tradition on
to younger farmers.”
In March 2016, the winery was successfully able

1

Masakatsu Ito, one of numerous
fruit farmers contracted by
Fukushima Ouse Winery,
cultivates pears in Koriyama.
Photo: Courtesy of Fukushima Ouse Winery

to ship, as initially planned, 500 bottles of Muscat
Bailey A Rosé 2015 sparkling wine made from grapes
grown in Fukushima, an original wine featuring a
fresh and sweet aroma. The winery was also able to
dispatch 5,000 bottles of Cider 2015 brewed from
apples grown in Fukushima. The cider offers an
excellent blend of rich, sweet and acidic flavors.
In November 2016, the winery also started to sell
wine and offer wine tasting, in addition to releasing Pêche and Poire Japonaise, liqueurs made from
Fukushima-grown peaches and pears. In February
2017, 2,000 bottles of each product were fermented
for consumption.
The products are mainly sold through hotels,
restaurants and tourist facilities in Fukushima. The
winery aims to increase production gradually and to
expand its sales channels in other regions including
the Tokyo metropolitan area.
Additionally, the winery has begun working with
local farmers to select three types of grapes, including Merlot and Chardonnay, which go well with
Koriyama’s weather and climate, to produce wine.

2

3
1
2
3

Fukushima Ouse Winery in Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture
The shop and tasting corner at Fukushima Ouse Winery
Muscat Bailey A Rosé 2016
Photos: Courtesy of Fukushima Ouse Winery

Farmers engaged in grape cultivation have set up
workshops and are reaching out to wine masters and
visiting vineyards in Hokkaido and other parts of the
Tohoku region to exchange views and to examine
how grapes are grown with the aim of having their
first harvest in three years.
“The winery produced 10,000 bottles of wines
and liqueurs in its first year, but production will be
gradually increased, eventually reaching a volume of
70,000 to 80,000 bottles per year,” says Nakagawa.
“The Foundation will continue to provide support as
we seek to solidify business infrastructure in the initial stages, but at some point in the future, we expect
to hand the business over to the community.”
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GATEWAY
OKINAWA

Okinawa in East Asia
Figure: Courtesy of Okinawa Prefecture

O

kinawa Prefecture, which is the southernmost of all the prefectures in Japan
and consists of 160 large and small
islands, was an independent state known
as the Ryukyu Kingdom from the fifteenth to nineteenth century. The Ryukyu Kingdom carried out
entrepôt trade with neighboring countries, such
as the Japanese mainland, China, Korea and other
Southeast Asian countries. The kingdom played a
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Okinawa Prefecture is reestablishing itself as a major
international logistics hub.

OSAMU SAWAJI

Naha Airport in
Okinawa
Photo: Courtesy of
Okinawa Prefecture

central role as a self-proclaimed Bankoku shinryo
(Bridge between nations), and thrived.
With that history, Okinawa Prefecture has been
developing as an international logistics hub in recent
years. Naha Airport, which is located on the main
island of Okinawa, the largest island, plays a central
role. Naha Airport’s international freight volume was
about 1,800 tons in 2008, but by 2015 was 100 times
that amount, at 180,000 tons. This is the fourth largest international freight volume in Japan, after Narita Airport, Kansai International Airport and Tokyo
International Airport.
“With economic growth rising in East Asia, logistics is becoming very animated in this region,” says
Satoru Motonaga of the Okinawa Prefectural Government’s Asian Economic Strategy Division. “Okinawa
enjoys the significant geographical advantage of its
location in the center of East Asia. You can travel to
major East Asian cities, such as Tokyo, Seoul, Taipei,
Hong Kong and Shanghai, within four hours.”
A significant factor that triggered the sharp
increase in international cargo volume at Naha Airport was that All Nippon Airways (ANA) constructed
cargo service networks connecting Japanese and
other major Asian cities from the airport in Okinawa
in 2009. ANA handles the unloading and loading of
cargo and customs clearance operations at the Naha
Airport Cargo Terminal built at Naha Airport. ANA
collects cargo from other parts of the country at Oki-

The Great Okinawa Trade Fair in Naha, Okinawa
Photo: Courtesy of Okinawa Prefecture

nawa using cargo planes and passenger planes and
transports the cargo to major Asian cities, such as
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Bangkok and Singapore. In
addition, cargo imported from Asia is collected at
Okinawa and transported to various places in Japan.
Because Naha Airport, one of Japan’s few airports
running for 24 hours, can handle uninterrupted
customs clearance procedures, the lead time can be
significantly shortened. For example, cargo leaving Tokyo or Osaka at around 9 p.m arrives at Naha
Airport at around midnight. The cargo departs from
Okinawa at around 5 a.m after four-hour unloading,
loading and customs clearance procedures, and is
transported to major cities in Asia the next morning.
In short, parcels can be carried to major cities in Asia
from Japan in just one day.
“Shortening the lead time expands the possibility of exports of Japanese products,” says Motonaga.
“Now we can provide people living in major Asian cities with fresher Japanese vegetables, fruit and marine
products. Business opportunities are expanding.”
For instance, the amount of strawberries exported
through Naha Airport significantly increased from
about one ton in FY2013 to 16 tons in FY2014. Many
prefectures are also active in exporting agricultural
and marine products through Naha Airport. Aomori
Prefecture has established a distribution service for
delivery of fresh foods to Asia in cooperation with
Yamato Transport Co. by making use of Okinawa’s
international logistics hub. For example, fresh fish
and fresh scallops exported from Aomori are highly
regarded by a Japanese luxury restaurant chain in
Hong Kong for their freshness and good taste.
To promote the use of the international logistics
hub, Okinawa Prefecture also implements measures
such as providing support for container charges. As a
result, in addition to specialty products of other prefectures, Okinawa’s export of local processed food
items, such as tofu and kamaboko (white fish loaves),
vegetables, such as purple yams and tomatoes, and
beef and tuna are increasing.
In addition, the Okinawa Prefectural Government
hosts the Great Okinawa Trade Fair, one of Japan’s
largest business matching events, as an international

food trade negotiation fair, to expand overseas markets for local specialties produced in many regions
of Japan. At the fourth trade fair that was held in
November 2016, about 260 suppliers of agricultural,
forestry and marine products and processed food
and 200 buyers from fifteen countries and regions,
got together and had active trade negotiations.
An increasing number of companies outside the
agricultural and fisheries industries are also using
Okinawa’s international logistics hub. For example,
Toshiba Corporation, a leading electrical appliance
manufacturer, consolidated its stock bases of maintenance parts and consumables scattered around
East Asia at the international logistics center adjacent to Naha Airport. Toshiba seeks to reduce the
lead time and costs through centralized management by receiving orders from East Asia in Okinawa
as well as delivering products from there.
Okinawa will continue to enhance its functions
as an international logistics hub. At Naha Airport,
the second runway is now under construction,
scheduled for completion in 2020. In addition, the
Integrated Distribution Center will be completed in
2018 as a maritime logistics base at the port of Naha,
adjacent to Naha Airport. At the center, it will be
possible to sort and transport cargo from home and
abroad, and process the products. This is expected
to achieve the connection between maritime and
aerial transportation.
“The East Asian economy is expected to grow
further,” says Motonaga. “Okinawa aims to utilize
the vitality of the East Asian economy and develop
together with many other countries by playing the
role of a regional hub, connecting the major East
Asian cities.”
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Filling a Need

A food-processing technology developed by a Japanese confectioner more than fifty years ago is now
utilized in more than 120 countries around the world.

TAKASHI SASAKI

T

here are as many as 4.2 million companies in
Japan, 99.7% of which are small and mediumsized enterprises. Among these are local businesses with a big presence on the world stage
which have grown by making use of unique technologies. For example, Nippura Co. in Kita-gun, Kagawa
Prefecture controls about 70% of the global market for
acrylic panels for aquariums, while Yanagiya Machinery Co. in Ube City, Yamaguchi Prefecture has about
70% of the global market for kanikama (imitation crab

Daifuku mochi rice cakes with bean paste
Photo: Courtesy of Rheon Automatic Machinery
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The encrusting machine manufactured
by Rheon Automatic Machinery
Photo: Courtesy of Rheon Automatic Machinery

meat) manufacturing machines.
Another such company is Rheon Automatic
Machinery Co., a food machinery manufacturer headquartered in Utsunomiya, Tochigi Prefecture. Torahiko
Hayashi, the founder of Rheon Automatic Machinery,
originally opened a small Japanese confectionery shop
in Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture in 1950.
“I have heard that confectioners had to work
very hard at that time. They had to repeat simple
manual tasks from the early morning until the late
evening to wrap sweet bean paste in rice cakes,”
says Akinori Nakao, the executive director of Rheon
Automatic Machinery.
Hayashi had been eager to improve the livelihoods
of Japan’s confectioners fearing no one would succeed
to the confectionery business and that the Japanese
tradition of confectionery making would disappear.
Hayashi worked hard on the development of an
encrusting machine for automatically wrapping
sweet bean paste in rice cakes, a machine that no one
had previously attempted to make.
After a period of trial and error, Hayashi decided

Akinori Nakao, executive director of Rheon Automatic Machinery, with
the company’s Stress-free Stretcher
Photo: Takashi Sasaki

A seminar in Germany introducing the machine
Photo: Courtesy of Rheon Automatic Machinery

he needed to study rheology to learn about the elasticity and viscosity of Japanese confectionery.
In 1954 he moved to the Kinugawa hot spring area
of Tochigi, and continued to work hard on development of an encrusting machine alongside a skilled
blacksmith in his neighborhood.
Hayashi finally completed the world’s first
encrusting machine in 1961 and started sales of the
N101 Type in 1963. The machine features two rotating discs which together draw the rice cake into the
center of the machine and automatically encrust the
filling. The N101 Type was able to produce 3,000 confections per hour, or ten times as many as skilled and
experienced confectioners.
That same year, Hayashi founded Rheon Automatic Machinery. Just four years later, the company
successfully developed another type of encrusting
machine, called the 200 Series, which was able to
automate the processing of many other foods, and
began to move toward the export of machines.
There are many kinds of food items made by wrapping one ingredient in another around the world,
such as the knödel dumplings of central Europe,
the British Scotch egg, the pirozhki breads of Eastern Europe and Indian samosas. These foods take
so much time and effort to cook that people do not
make them at home very often. Hayashi anticipated
that if the automation of making these foods enabled
people to eat them easily at restaurants, it would also
lead to preserving traditional regional and ethnic
food cultures.
In 1974, Hayashi developed the MM Line for
spreading pie dough thin and piling one piece on

top of another. This invention enabled the mass
production of pies and Danish pastries, which had
previously been handmade by bakers, through automation, which made these foods more accessible to
ordinary people.
In the same year, Rheon Automatic Machinery
established local companies as sales and marketing
bases and set up laboratories in the United States
and (former West) Germany. Since then, the company has continued to develop new products in
response to customer needs in a wide range of countries and regions.
Rheon Automatic Machinery, which started as a
small factory in Utsunomiya, has now grown into a
large corporation with thirty-one partner companies
selling its products in Europe, twenty-two in Asia and
twenty in the United States, and exports products to
121 countries all around the world (2016 figures).
“We have partner companies in many parts of the
world to let customers know the full working performance of our products and to provide sufficient
after-sales service. We currently have seven research
teams at the head office to work on researching applications for our machines and develop new menus in
a variety of food areas,” says Nakao.
Hayashi declared a policy of “being a company
with a reason for existence,” which means the company keeps on contributing to society. Rheon Automatic Machinery will continue to contribute to the
succession and development of worldwide food cultures through streamlining and modernizing food
production using innovative machines based on
unique ideas.
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A

ccording to a poll conducted by the Cabinet Office in 2014, among respondents
who answered that they lived in urban
areas, 52.3% of those in their twenties,
57.6% of those in their thirties and 51.2% of those in
their forties said they might consider migrating to a
local region. The number of those actively exploring the possibility of migrating appears to be on the
rise. According to the Furusato Kaiki Shien Center, a Tokyo-based NPO that supports migration to
local regions, the number of inquiries it receives has
increased from about 6,000 in 2010 to about 21,000
in 2015.
Itoshima (pop. 100,000) in Fukuoka Prefecture is
one of the more popular migration destinations in
Japan, receiving about 3,500 migrants on an annual
basis. Itoshima is located on the beautiful Genkai
Sea coast. In addition to boasting outstanding natural beauty, Itoshima appeals to migrants for its proximity to Fukuoka, the largest city on the main island
of Kyushu.
The Itoshima City Government has played its part
in encouraging migration to the city by providing
grants to people who buy and live in houses there.
In addition, it operates an informative website useful for those looking to sell, buy or rent unoccupied

houses in the city.
“We expect new arrivals to cooperate with the
local residents who have lived in our city for many
years to revitalize the region,” says an official from
Itoshima City Government’s Regional Promotion
Office. “Already, for example, a number of events
have been organized by migrants with great success.”
One of these is the Itoshima Craft Festival. Twenty
years ago some thirty craftspeople migrated to
Itoshima, establishing a community of artists that
now numbers around 120. At the ninth Festival last
September, artisans working in wood, ceramics,
leather and other crafts exhibited their works and
attracted many visitors.
Sharing Itoshima
In one part of Itoshima, there is a small community
of just eighteen households from which vantage
point residents enjoy a spectacular view of rice paddies and the sea. Chiharu Hatakeyama and Koichi
Shida, who have managed Itoshima Share House
since May 2013, are migrants to the community. Both
Hatakeyama, who was born in Saitama Prefecture,
and Shida, who was born in Tokyo, mostly lived in
urban areas until they were in their late twenties. But
in the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake

A hilltop view of Itoshima
Photo: Courtesy of Itoshima Share House

Considering
a Move to
Itoshima
What is it about Itoshima in Fukuoka Prefecture?

TOSHIO MATSUBARA
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Chiharu Hatakeyama
(right) and Koichi Shida
Photo: Yoshifusa Hashizume

A gathering at Itoshima Share House
Photo: Courtesy of Itoshima Share House

of March 2011, both abandoned their urban lifestyles
and moved to Itoshima.
“Many conditions that make moving attractive
exist in Itoshima, such as a rich natural environment,
good access to urban areas and a friendly local atmosphere for welcoming migrants,” says Shida.
Currently eight men and women in their twenties
to fifties, including a cook, a translator and a writer,
as well as Hatakeyama and Shida live in the share
house, which is characterized by its self-sufficient
lifestyle. Hatakeyama and Shida rent a neighboring
rice field and subsist from the rice they cultivate. In
addition, both have a hunting license and occasionally hunt wild boar using traps. They produce some
electricity from self-made solar panels. They use
spring water as a water source.
“For dinner we make it a rule to cook together,
preparing one item each and then we eat together,”
says Hatakeyama. “I have acquired my power for
survival by living in Itoshima.”
The share house plays host to events such as concerts and rice growing workshops, many of which
draw visitors from Fukuoka and beyond.
Itoshima Share House
Photo: Yoshifusa Hashizume

The people who live in the share house help with
the farming, and through such activities as working to keep the neighborhood tidy have become
integrated with the community. On one occasion,
Hatakeyama and Shida invited all of the people in
the local community to the share house as the venue
for their wedding ceremony.
“It is very important to build good relationships
with the local people when you live in a small community,” says Hatakeyama. “It is our ideal to make
Itoshima Share House into a collective house where
a wide variety of people can support each other
and live together in the future. We want to raise
our future children in the circle of Itoshima’s community. We want to move toward the future of
Itoshima with our children.”
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A Tale of
Two Cities
Fukuoka Soy Sauce Factory

Architect Toshio Yada, who divides his time between
Tokyo and Okayama, works on regional revitalization, making use of regional cultural resources.

TOSHIO MATSUBARA

C

urrently, with its population concentrated in the Tokyo metropolitan district,
Japan is facing a rapidly declining number
of children and aging population, depopulation due to these factors and the shrinking of the
economy. To improve this situation, Japan faces a
significant challenge in terms of how to revitalize the
local regions.
Recently, an increasing number of people have
begun to move their career bases from Tokyo to the
local regions to work on local revitalization. Architect Toshio Yada is one of them. In 1998, after completing a Kyoto University Graduate School course,
Yada joined a design office managed by Kengo Kuma,
who is a world-famous architect, and participated in
architectural projects at the Suntory Museum of Art
and the Nezu Museum in Tokyo and in other countries including China.
In 2010, Yada was invited by Okayama University of Science in Okayama to assume the post of
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associate professor in the Department of Architecture, which prompted him to leave the design office
of Kuma and open his own office in Tokyo. In April
2011, immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake, Yada began undertaking educational and
research activities at Okayama University of Science.
“One of the reasons why I decided to work in
Okayama was that I wanted to look at things from
two activity bases, Tokyo and Okayama. Precisely at
that time, northern Japan was struck by a massive
earthquake, which made me feel that it was all the
more necessary to divide my time between the two
activity bases,” says Yada. “Okayama is less prone to
natural disasters, and it is a very good location. The
city is neither too urban nor too rural, and its size is
perfect. It is also a convenient base for traveling to
many other parts of the country.”
Yada began to spend half of each month in Tokyo
and the other half of each month in Okayama with
his wife (a photographer) and their child, traveling
back and forth between the two cities in about three
and a half hours by bullet train. In addition, he also
established an NPO called ENNOVA OKAYAMA comprising about ten members, including people from
Okayama and elsewhere, in order for local people to
gain an awareness of how attractive Okayama is.

Toshio Yada

A public event at the Fukuoka Soy Sauce Factory

As one of its activities, ENNOVA OKAYAMA collaborates with the Okayama City government in
implementing a project utilizing a closed elementary
school and Ishiyama Park, which is adjacent to the
school. Within the closed school, they hold events
such as workshops, concerts and theatrical plays
using the school buildings and the school grounds.
In the park, they run an open cafeteria and hold a
flea market that hosts shops selling food, accessories
and clothes.
In addition, as an associate professor from
Okayama University of Science, Yada also participates in a project for reproducing and utilizing
Fukuoka Soy Sauce Factory in Izushi-cho, which
is adjacent to Okayama Korakuen, one of the three
greatest gardens of Japan, with his students and
local citizens. Fukuoka Soy Sauce Factory was built
from the mid-Meiji period (1868–1912) until the early
Showa period (1926–1989) and was used as a soy
sauce brewery and a residence, but the building is
now vacant. To preserve Fukuoka Soy Sauce Factory,
a landmark of Izushi, members of the Project Steering Committee including Yada organized a clean-up
of the building with the neighboring residents and
held workshops to discuss how best to utilize it.
They have also held dining events in the building on
six occasions to date.
“The building is situated in a prime location in
the city. Unless we work to preserve the building, it
may be demolished and a new building may be constructed,” says Yada. “We believe Fukuoka Soy Sauce
Factory will be able to become a center for creating
charm for the local community. If we can succeed in
preserving and renovating the building, we will be
able to produce a positive impact on attractive city

development in the region.”
Along with these activities in Okayama, Yada is
also involved in designing structures in other local
regions. For example, he managed the extension and
renovation of the Treasure Hall within the grounds
of the 1,300-year-old Kasuga-taisha grand shrine, a
World Heritage site in Nara Prefecture. The extension and renovation project was completed in October 2016 and reopened as Kasuga-taisha Museum.
Two huge, brightly colored taiko drums were placed
in the glass entrance hall, attracting a lot of attention
from people walking within the grounds.
“I will continue to take on new challenges based
in both Tokyo and Okayama,” says Yada. “If there are
more people who have two activity bases like me,
there will be more new human networks and communications nationwide, which will make the whole
of Japan more attractive.”

The ground-floor exhibition hall in the newly completed Kasuga-taisha
Museum
Photo: Koji Yamazaki/Prise
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Visitors to Hida make
kumihimo braid, a traditional
handiwork, which plays an
important role in the movie.

Seeking Out Hida
Inspired by the hit 2016 animated movie Your Name.,
tourists have been flocking to Hida in Gifu Prefecture.

KUMIKO SATO

I

n Japan, animation and cartoon enthusiasts
like to call the locations where animation and
cartoons were set “sacred places” and to go on
a “pilgrimage” to them. In recent years, there
have been more cases in which towns that were little known as tourist destinations suddenly began to
attract many visitors from both at home and abroad
as sacred places, which boost local revitalization,
including an increase in migration, and also created
economic effects.
Hida in Gifu Prefecture is one of those sacred sites
that have attracted much attention since last year.
Images of places such as the train station and library
in Hida appeared in the animated movie Your Name.,
produced by director Makoto Shinkai. In this story,
a high school girl living in a rural town and a high
school boy living in Tokyo experience a body switch
with each other. Since it was released in August 2016,
the movie has become a big hit that has attracted
more than 15 million audience members domestically as of December 2016.
“The center of tourism in Hida is Furukawa, which
retains the old atmosphere of its castle town hey-
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day. The town was not as well-known in these parts
as Takayama, Shirakawa-go or Gero Hot Spring,”
says Takahiro Sunada of Hida Municipal Government’s Tourism Division. “Before the release of the
movie Your Name., the old townscape of Furukawa
attracted about 250,000 tourists annually, but since
the release of the movie, we have had an increase in
the number of visitors, apparently on a pilgrimage,
of up to about 10,000 a month.”
Every day a wide variety of movie enthusiasts,
ranging from high school students to people in their
forties, visit the sacred sites that are considered to be
the models for the locations appearing in the movie,
such as Hidafurukawa Station on the JR Takayama
Line, Ketawakamiya Shrine and Hida City Library.
There has also been a sharp increase in the sales of
Gohei mochi, split-roasted crushed rice cakes, which
is a traditional local specialty in the Hida region and
eaten by some characters in the movie.
The Hida City Government makes an effort to
entertain movie enthusiasts who go on the pilgrimage to the sacred sites. The Tourism Division created
maps to respond to inquiries from fans about the
locations appearing in the movie, distributes those
maps at the tourist guide station and also provides a
lot of information on its website.
Hida City Library decided to allow the movie
enthusiasts who visit to take photos to the extent

1

2

3

4

that it will not disturb other users in the library. The
library also put up a notice asking movie enthusiasts
to share “Now I am at Hida City Library” when they
post comments on SNS from the library building and
tweet about the notice on Twitter. Movie enthusiasts praised such flexible responses from the library,
which was also covered by the media and resulted in
attracting more enthusiasts to the city.
Movie enthusiasts who visited Hida commented,
“I feel as if I were in the movie scenes”; “It’s a lot
of fun. I’m excited to remember the scenes of the
movie”; and, “I was impressed that the dialect spoken by the local people was the same as the dialect
spoken by the characters in the movie.”
There are also more people who noticed how
attractive Hida is even aside from the sacred sites.
Furukawa is a quiet castle town on the Seto-gawa
river where colorful carp swim and where whitewashed storehouses and old tradesmen’s houses
have been preserved. The town used to be visited
by elderly people in tour groups before the release
of the movie, but many young people who visited
Furukawa for the first time said, “I came to this town
to enjoy seeing the sacred sites, but I like the attractions of this town even more” and “The old atmo-

1
2
3
4

Visitors to Hida City Library take a seat and feel like a character
in the movie.
Movie enthusiasts make the pilgrimage to Ketawakamiya Shrine.
Two visitors to Hida enjoy a Gohei mochi rice cake snack, a local
specialty
White-washed storehouses and old tradesmen’s houses remain
along the narrow waterway running through Furukawa

sphere of this town makes me feel relaxed. I want to
live here.”
In the meantime, because there is no movie theater in Hida, many citizens had no chance to watch
Your Name. Hida City Government’s Tourism Division therefore held a special movie showing event at
a hall in Furukawa for local residents in November
and December 2016. Sharing the world of the movie
has enabled many local people to understand the
pilgrimages to the sacred sites, which has boosted
exchanges between local residents and movie enthusiasts from other regions.
“The Hida City Government has continued to promote a campaign for discovering the great appeal
of the region within the lives of local people,” says
Sunada. “Through local efforts some areas have continued to preserve landscapes that can be said to be
archetypal images of Japan. We would like to take
these pilgrimages as opportunities to disseminate
the appeal of our local region to more people.”

All photos: Yuichi Itabashi
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Mud, Mud,
Glorious Mud
An innovative mud conditioning technology is being employed on a wide scale in reconstruction work
following the Great East Japan Earthquake.

TAKASHI SASAKI

S

ludge contained in watery mud or accumulated underwater has not previously
been used as a material to elevate land for
the construction or development of roads,
levees or building lots, among other things, as this
mud cracks and breaks easily when it dries.
Mori Institute for Environmental Technology,
which is located in Shinjo, Yamagata Prefecture,
developed the Bon Terrain method to recycle mud
into a material that can be used securely for land
elevation. This mud recycling technology is the
achievement of more than twenty years’ research
and development conducted primarily by Masato
Mori, the director of Mori Institute for Environmental Technology, and Hiroshi Takahashi, a professor
at the Graduate School of Environment Studies of
Tohoku University.
“It is very troublesome to deal with mud during
civil engineering works. It needs to be removed to
create the foundations of buildings. On top of that,
it is difficult to recycle it for refilling or land elevation,” says Mori. “Consequently, it has been usual to
pay disposal fees to discard drenched mud and purchase the necessary amount of soil and sand for civil
engineering works.”
To improve the structure of mud, the Bon Terrain
method uses a fibrous mud conditioning material
called “Bon Fiber,” which is made from specially processed waste newspaper as well as a cement-based
curing agent.
When the two materials are injected into mud and
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Masato Mori, the director of Mori Institute for Environmental
Technology, holds Bon Fiber in his right hand and soil improved
using the Bon Terrain method in his left hand.
Photo: Takashi Sasaki

mixed with it, the useless waste soil is transformed
into a material whose quality is good enough to be
used for land elevation. This is attributable to the
excellent bond strength generated as a result of the
complex blend of the fibrous agents contained in
the Bon Fiber with mud particles. The erosion resistance (resistance to water erosion) of mud improved
through the Bon Terrain method is approximately
10,000 times that of ordinary sandy soil (mud containing a greater proportion of sand).
The Bon Terrain method was proven to be very
effective in the reconstruction works following
the Great East Japan Earthquakes that occurred in
2011. The tsunami generated by the Great Earthquake quickly flowed up rivers in Miyagi and
Fukushima, the prefectures adjacent to Yamagata
where Mori Institute for Environmental Technology is located, causing inundations in many places.
It also brought a large amount of sludge with it.

Soil solidified using general cement (left) cracks when it dries and freezes. This does not happen to soil improved using the Bon Terrain method (right).
Photo: Takashi Sasaki

Additional flood damage was very likely to occur due
to heavy rainfalls and other disasters unless the rivers were dredged and levees were elevated as soon
as possible.
“The Bon Terrain method was indispensable for
the work for achieving a rapid recovery from the
Earthquake, because it improves the structure of
mud dredged from riverbeds on the spot so that it
can be utilized for land elevation,” says Mori. “With
no additional expenses required for purchasing soil
and discarding drenched mud, we also succeeded in
reducing the large cost of land elevation compared to
conventional methods.”
In addition, it was confirmed that liquefaction
did not occur at all in the levees that had been built
using the Bon Terrain method in Fukushima before
the Great East Japan Earthquake, despite the strong
tremors hitting them.
Today, the number of Bon Terrain method-based
construction works totals 400 (630,000 cubic meters
in terms of volume) in Japan, centered on the Tohoku
Region that suffered significant damage in the Great
East Japan Earthquake. The method has received a
number of awards, including the METI (Minister of
Economy, Trade and Industry) Minister’s Prize at the
sixth Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award 2015 in recognition of its contributions to curb environmental
loads and reduce civil works costs by recycling mud
that was previously worthless.

It used to be impossible to carry mud, which
contains a lot of water, without using special vehicles such as vacuum trucks. However, waste soil
improved using the Bon Terrain method can be carried by dump trucks or sand barges.
“We currently recycle mud on site. Going forward, we expect that we will more often see mud
being removed from one location to be recycled in
another location for land elevation,” says Mori. “We
have tested a range of materials, but we have been
unable to find better mud conditioning materials
than Bon Fiber. The number of inquiries from overseas for technology transfer has recently increased
rapidly. Going forward, we will respond to these
inquiries proactively.”

A levee constructed using soil improved using the Bon Terrain
method
Courtesy of Mori Institute for Environmental Technology
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Richard Halberstadt
Photo: Masatoshi Sakamoto

Sharing the
Lessons Learned
from Disaster
Briton Richard Halberstadt is enjoying a new life in
northeastern Japan as director of the Ishinomaki
Community and Information Center.

KUMIKO SATO

T

he Great East Japan Earthquake and subsequent tsunamis of 11 March 2011 claimed the
lives of more than 19,000 people. Ishinomaki, a port city in northeastern Miyagi Prefecture, felt the full force of the enormous tsunamis,
the highest of which measured 8.6 meters.
In 2015, Ishinomaki City established the Ishinomaki Community and Information Center as a place
where local residents and visitors could interact and
share the information and lessons learned. The director of the Information Center is Richard Halberstadt.
“The number of visitors to the Information Center since its opening has exceeded 34,000, and over
1,500 of them were from outside of Japan,” says Halberstadt. “I feel a sense of fulfillment when people
from overseas say that this is the only place where
they can hear the stories of the affected areas in
detail, in English.”
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Richard
Halberstadt
Halberstadt studied Japanese language at a university in Britain and in 1993 was appointed by Ishinomaki Senshu University to be an English teacher.
Around that time, a project was carried out in Ishinomaki as part of its community revitalization initiatives. This project was about the reconstruction of the
wooden sailing vessel, the San Juan Bautista, which
was used approximately 400 years ago by the Sendai
Domain that ruled present-day Miyagi Prefecture and

Richard Halberstadt with visitors to the Center from Taiwan
Photo: Courtesy of Richard Halberstadt

areas beyond, in order to dispatch delegates to Spain position that he had held for a long time at the univerfor the purpose of trade negotiations. The Junior sity to accept an offer from the mayor of Ishinomaki
Chamber of Ishinomaki also organized a stage play who wished to appoint him to be the director of the
about the San Juan Bautista to coincide with the proj- Information Center.
ect. Halberstadt appeared on stage in the role of the
“Even after experiencing the devastating impact of
foreign engineer who taught the people how to con- the earthquake, the people in Ishinomaki who expestruct the vessel. He made a lot of friends through rienced tsunamis many times in the past are positive,
this experience, which enabled him to establish a lively and cheerful,” says Halberstadt. “I was, if anystrong bond with Ishinomaki. He subsequently joined thing, cautious by nature, but after experiencing the
the Junior Chamber and started to become involved earthquake, I have become more broad-minded. I can
in the community revitalization initiatives.
now think more optimistically about things.”
Halberstadt was at work on the
campus when the earthquake of 11
March 2011 struck. The tsunamis left
him stranded, surrounded by water,
for two days during which anxious
time he relied on radio broadcasts
for information. On the third day,
he was rescued by his best friend,
who came to the campus to help.
This was when he learned about
the death of a couple who had been
among his closest friends.
“Immediately after the earthquake, everyone was in an extreme
The Ishinomaki Community and Information Center
Photo: Masatoshi Sakamoto
state, simultaneously experiencing both the joys of survival and
reunion, as well as the sorrows of losing their loved
Soon six years will have passed since the earthones,” recalls Halberstadt. “Even in a state of calam- quake, and the appearance of Ishinomaki is changing
ity, people helped one another at the shelters.”
dramatically. New rows of housing for people who
The British Embassy issued an evacuation advisory lost their houses due to the disaster have been conaround this time, and Halberstadt departed for Sen- structed and a community hospital has newly opened
dai, the capital of Miyagi Prefecture, intending to fly in front of the station. Prior to the earthquake, Ishinoback to Britain. However, he was unable to put the maki faced issues of depopulation in the city center,
people of Ishinomaki out of his mind. He spent the as well as the aging population in general. Halberwhole night pondering what to do. Deciding that he stadt expects that the city will be revitalized followwould regret returning to Britain for the rest of his life, ing the new community initiatives.
the following morning he headed back to Ishinomaki.
“Ishinomaki is not a tourist destination crammed
After the earthquake, the life of Halberstadt with a lot of attractions. Instead, you can appreciate
changed completely. As a foreign national who the beauty of ordinary life in Japan here. It is indeed
decided to stay in the affected area and devote him- a wonderful place,” says Halberstadt. “I hope people
self to reconstruction efforts, he started to receive who think they reside in a country unlikely to be hit
requests for interviews and lectures, and to publish by natural disasters will come to the Information Cena book. He subsequently decided to quit the teaching ter to learn about disaster risk reduction.”
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INNOVATIVE ARTISTS
Knitted Spy Ship, one of several
exhibits in the Knit Invaders in Aqua
Metropolis Osaka project (2015)
Photo: Tomohisa Nakui

Get Knitted

Saki Chikaraishi is working to create a new relationship between
people and towns through the colorful medium of knitting.

TOSHIO MATSUBARA

S

aki Chikaraishi is a
“hyper knit creator” fabricating a new method of
communication through
art projects which entail wrapping
human beings and towns in colorful knitted items.
Chikaraishi’s works initially
attracted attention in 2003 when
she presented the ManGlobe, a

Traveling Knitting Machine at Shenzhen
in China (2016)
Photo: Courtesy of Stellar Course Arts
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work created for a graduation
project of Tama Art University,
where she was learning media
art. The work was a knitted globe
with an eye placed on each of the
five continents. The globe was
equipped with a built-in sensor
and motor that made the eyes
wink when people approached it.
“I wanted to suggest that the
world is one by knitting a globe
using one thread,” says Chikaraishi. “People everywhere associate knitted items with warmth,
so the impulse is to reach out and
touch anything decorated with
knitted materials. I became aware
of the unique charms of knitted
materials through the creation of
this work.”
In 2009, Chikaraishi obtained
support for a project from a Japanese radio station and created

works on the Gold Coast of Australia for two weeks. While there,
she found that she grew bored
remaining indoors producing
works; so much so that she began
to create knitted items on the
street in an improvised fashion
and put them on anything that
caught her eye, one after another.
“Decorating things with knitted
materials not only made me feel
that I had a relationship with the
town, but also helped to initiate
communication with people who
were interested,” recalls Chikaraishi. “It was an experience that
made me confident that this was
what I should do.”
Years later, after she married
and gave birth to her first daughter, she took time from child raising and continued knitting to
decorate a variety of items on the

Saki Chikaraishi
Photo: Kazuhiko Tsuchida

streets of Tokyo such as public
telephones, electric transformer
boxes and tables, presenting
works that would “cause people
walking along the street to create a new relationship between
people and towns by making them
notice something unusual.”
In 2014 Chikaraishi started to
work on the Traveling Knitting
Machine. The art project, which
was aimed at the visualization of
“distance,” which is intangible, by
knitting, was intended to create
works to make people think
about the process that knitted
items undergo and connect
people with somewhere they
don’t stand now.
The knitting machine used
for the project is installed on
top of a carrying case. When
the carrying case is moved
forward, the knitting machine
begins to rotate in conjunction with the rotation and

produces leg warmer-like knitted
items, automatically.
How long the knitted items
become is in proportion to how far
the artist walks with the machine.
Because the case is transparent,
people can see how things are
knitted. When she walks with the
case, Chikaraishi is asked what
the items are by people passing
by. She then decorates the neck
and hands of the people who have
talked to her with an item that has
just been knitted. She travelled
to London with her first daughter in 2014, taking the machine
with her. She was approached by
many people and various kinds of
exchanges were created there.
The Knit Invader, a project
which Chikaraishi started the
same year, was intended to decorate a range of items in a town,
such as roadside trees and handrails, with items knitted using
extra-thick knit produced by a
knitting machine featuring the

image of a UFO, “invading” items
by covering them with knitting.
A highlight was the “invasion”
of a boat sailing on the rivers of
central Osaka in October 2015, an
installation which attracted a significant response.
Chikaraishi’s unique art activities are attracting attention overseas as well. She is an invited
guest to a public art project being
held from December 2016 to February 2017 in Shenzhen, China
under the theme of “Useful Or
Not.” Chikaraishi is producing
works, holding exhibitions and
conducting workshops.
“Knitting is a means of communication for me,” says Chikaraishi.
“I want to visit more countries
and interact deeply with more
people. My mission is to connect
people with people and people
with towns. I continue to research
towns and acquire knitting skills,
and want to deliver the output to
towns one after another.”

(Left) ManGlobe (2004)
(Right) “Tatsuo,” an electric transformer
box on a street in Tokyo covered in pink
knitting (2014)
Photo: Kosuke Natatsuka
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230 millions years in the making, Ogatsu slate
suzuri are the calligrapher’s inkstone of choice.

ROB GILHOOLY
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Suzuri inkstones made from locally mined slate on display at a
store in Ogatsu, Miyagi Prefecture
Ogatsu inkstones have a 600-year history.
Craftsman Shoichi Higuchi works on an inkstone.
A vase made from locally mined slate
Photos digitally printed onto frames made out of Ogatsu slate
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C

raftsman Shoichi Higuchi uses the tip of a
chisel to indicate a barely noticeable centimeter-long discoloration in the dusty
surface of the slab of slate he is working.
It is, he explains, a small but not insignificant clot
of iron, one of a number of unwanted objects that
can be uncovered during the production process of
suzuri inkstones, an industry that in the coastal town
of Ogatsu, Miyagi Prefecture dates back more than
600 years.
Experienced slate craftsmen can usually size up
a block of slate at a glance, but such imperfections
often only become apparent once the production
process has begun in earnest, says Higuchi, 63, as
he chips away at a rectangular inkstone with one of
six chisels he uses, the elongated wooden handle of
which is wedged into his shoulder for extra leverage.
“Those blemishes are only small, but incredibly
hard and can double the time it takes to produce one
inkstone,” says Higuchi, who has been involved in the
inkstone business in Ogatsu for over fifty years. “We
often say that quality slate has the feel of a baby’s
skin. It’s a pleasure to work with such a stone. It
inspires great care and attention.”
Ogatsu is known in Japan for its high-grade slate
and in particular the ink stones, which at one time
accounted for 90 percent of domestically produced
suzuri. That quality is a result of a unique blend of
crystals, copper and iron that provide well-balanced
“teeth” on which to grind the sticks of sumi ink, a
compressed mixture of vegetable soot and glue that
are traditionally used in calligraphy. That balance also
means the slate cleaves easily, allowing ink stones to
be easily made with matching covers, according to
Takeshi Chiba of the local inkstone association.
“The slate being used here now was formed over
a period of 230 million years, before dinosaurs even
walked the earth,” says Chiba.
“There was a time when Ogatsu craftsmen would
mine the slate from sixteen different mountains, each
known for a variety of slate that was suitable for certain uses, such as roof tiles and inkstones.”
When Higuchi was a child there were hundreds of
inkstone craftsmen in Ogatsu and the sound of slate

being chiseled and polished would fill the streets
near the wharf of this small fishing town on the
Pacific Ocean.
“There was at least one person per household that
was involved in producing them,” says Higuchi, adding that the majority of inkstones produced were for
use in elementary schools, where calligraphy was
once an important part of the curriculum. “It was not
unheard of for one workshop to employ up to 200 people and at shipment time we’d fill fifty wooden crates
up with inkstones – each one weighing in at 60 kg.”
The arrival of more competitive imports during
the 1960s proved a watershed in Ogatsu’s suzuri history, forcing the once entirely handmade inkstone
industry to turn to machine-pressed alternatives and
sending craftsmen to cities such as Tokyo in search of
alternative employment, according to Higuchi.
The declining birthrate and the demise of calligraphy in the classroom placed a further nail in
the inkstone coffin. The March 2011 earthquake and
tsunami, which killed more than 270 residents and
washed away most of the town’s 1,660 homes, fisheries processing facilities and other businesses further
impacted the industry.
Among the buildings destroyed was Higuchi’s
home, where he had grown up helping his father and
grandfather at the family inkstone business.
Like many other residents, Higuchi was forced to
relocate to Sendai, the capital city of Miyagi Prefecture, a 90-minute drive away, though he continues
to commute to Ogatsu, where today he is the only
remaining suzuri craftsman in the local inkstone
makers’ association.
Over the past twenty years, the development of
other products, such as slate tableware, coasters, picture frames, and vases, has opened up new avenues
of business, though the dearth of successors remains
a concern, says Higuchi.
“There are one or two other independent craftsmen who are in their 70s and 80s, but at 63 I am the
youngest,” says Higuchi. “We have two young apprentices, who come to study when they can. We can only
hope that they continue, or a 600-year tradition may
struggle to survive.”
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At One with Nature
At Dewa Sanzan in Yamagata Prefecture, the
practice of ascetic mountain worship continues
to be passed on from generation to generation.

OSAMU SAWAJI

S

A group of yamabushi
descend the stone
stairway on Mount Haguro
Photo: Courtesy of Shonai Visitors
Association

Yamagata
Prefecture

hugendo is a religion that originated
between the late-Heian (794–1185) and
Kamakura (1185–1333) periods, through the
syncretic amalgamation of the ancient Japanese practice of mountain worship with the practices
of various other religions, including Vajrayana Buddhism and Taoism, which were brought to Japan from
China. Shugendo shugyo tests of religious devotion
have been carried out at various mountains throughout Japan, but the most famous amongst them are
the Dewa Sanzan (the Three Mountains of Dewa),
consisting of Mount Haguro (414 m), Mount Gassan
(1,984 m) and Mount Yudono (1,504 m), situated in
central Yamagata Prefecture.
It is said that the Dewa Sanzan were chosen by
Prince Hachiko, son of Emperor Sushun, as a place for
performing his own shugyo around 1,400 years ago.
Since then, many yamabushi 1 have visited the Dewa
Sanzan to undergo harsh, rigorous shugyo. As a result
of those yamabushi visiting various places around
Japan and spreading their beliefs, the Dewa Sanzan
came to attract a great many followers.
“Mount Haguro, Mount Gassan and Mount Yudono
respectively represent the present, the past (which is
viewed as the afterlife) and the future. A pilgrimage
to all three mountains therefore signifies a process
of death and rebirth,” says Haga Miyuki of Yamagata
Prefecture’s Education Department. “At Mount
Haguro, people pray for happiness in the present; at
Mount Gasso, they pray for happiness in the afterlife;
1 Yamabushi undergo rigorous shugyo trials in the mountains based on
the teachings of Shugendo, and carry out religious activities to save
people using the abilities and knowledge they obtain through their shugyo
experiences.
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Goju-no-to pagoda on Mount Haguro
The Saikan logging on Mount Haguro
A serving of shojin ryori at Saikan
Photos: Satoshi Tanaka

and at Mount Yudono, they pray to be reborn into this
world once again.”
During the Edo period (1603–1867) in particular, large numbers of worshippers visited the Dewa
Sanzan, and inns and lodgings where these visiting
worshippers could stay began to spring up in the surrounding areas. The Touge district in the foothills of
Mount Haguro was home to over 300 shukubo temple
lodgings during the Edo period. At these temple lodgings, worshippers ate shojin ryori, food prepared without using any meat or fish. The shojin ryori offered
at lodgings in the Dewa Sanzan was based on food
created by the yamabushi in order to survive in the
mountains. By eating this shojin ryori prepared using
ingredients such as wild mountain vegetables and
mushrooms, the worshippers cleansed their bodies
and prepared themselves to head into the mountains.
“Even today, in Touge, various religious festivals are still held by the local people,” says Haga.
“Through such festivals, yamabushi culture and
ancient beliefs about the Dewa Sanzan are passed on
from generation to generation.”
During the Edo period, it was not possible to enter
the Dewa Sanzan without the accompaniment of a
yamabushi guide. Today, however, people are free
to climb the mountains without a guide. At Mount
Haguro, a stone stairway of 2,446 steps continues
for a distance of around 2 km from the entrance to
the mountain summit, lined on either side by Japanese cedar trees, aged between around 300 and 400
years old. As visitors head towards the summit, there
stands the five-story Goju-no-to pagoda, said to have
been built during the tenth century and rebuilt in
1372, which is listed as a Japanese National Treasure.
Before the summit stand the Saikan, where yamabushi once lived. Visitors can stay at the Saikan and
eat shojin ryori. The Haguro-san Sanjin-Gosai-den
temple that sits at the mountain summit venerates
the spirits of all three of the Dewa Sanzan mountains.
Near the summit of Mount Gassan lies a marsh that
is referred to as Midagahara, meaning Sukhavati, the
Pure Land of Perfect Bliss in Buddhism. The marsh

1

2

3

is covered with alpine plants, which bloom between
June and July. From there, after climbing over a steep
slope and rugged rocky outcrop, visitors can reach
the mountain summit, where the Gassan Shrine sits.
The Yudono-san Shrine at Mount Yudono venerates a giant rock, from the top of which gushes a hot
water spring. At the waterfall near the Yudono-san
shrine, a shugyo ritual that involves showering oneself in the waterfall’s icy cold water is still performed
to this day.
“The Dewa Sanzan area has fantastic scenic
views,” says Haga. “Visitors can experience for themselves the yamabushi world view of becoming one
with nature, and being reborn anew.”
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SPOT-CHECK

Breaking the Ice

V

iewed from the deck of the Aurora, the sea is white as far as the eye can see. Drift ice has turned
the Sea of Okhotsk off northeastern Hokkaido into a great clumpy snowfield. The Aurora
ploughs a pleasing furrow, tourists departing from Abashiri and Monbetsu, binoculars trained,
hoping for sightings of spotted seals or the magnificent Steller’s sea eagle, swooping in perchance to
pluck a fish from the freezing waters. All on deck are wrapped up warm. The average temperature in
these parts in February is -10 degrees Celsius.
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